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ON ADMISSIBLE DISTRIBUTIONS ATTACHED TO
CONVOLUTIONS OF HILBERT MODULAR FORMS

ANDRZEJ DABROWSKI

Dedicated to Jana

The aim of this note is to check the admissibility property of the distribution
attached to convolution of Hilbert modular forms.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let F be a totally real number field of degree n over Q. Let OF, & C Op,
d.F — N(d) denote, respectively, the maximal order, the different and the discriminant
of F.

Let f € Mk(z(f),i>) be a primitive Hilbert cusp form of scalar integral weight
k = k0 • 1 and central character tjj, and g € Mi{t{g),<j>) a Hilbert modular form of
half-integral weight I = IQ-\ and character <$> such that lo < ko. The convolution series
D(s;f,g) of f and g is denned in terms of Fourier coefficients c(m, f) and X(€,m;g,<j>)
by

(1) D(s;f,g) := £ c(£m2,f)A(£,m;g,<f)C^'-^^Af^m2)-' (Re(s) » 0),

where (£, m) runs over representatives for equivalence classes of pairs of totally positive
numbers £ € F and fractional ideals m of F such that £m2 C OF '• (£> m) and (£', m')
are equivalent if £ = »72£' and m = T ^ m ' for some r) € Fx .

We fix a rational prime p, and embeddings

loo : Q -* C, ip : Q -4 C
p

where Cp is the Tate field (the completion of a fixed algebraic closure Qp of Qp)

endowed with a unique norm | • |p such that \p\p = p~l. For an integral ideal a denote
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by S{a) its support S(a) :— {p : p divides o}. We also set 5 = {p : p \ p in F}, m0 =

J] p , f0 = J2 Ma)a'(a)f\a' a n d c — c(f)4c(s)- Fix once and for all totally positive
p€S o|mo

numbers c{f),c{g) € F with (c(f)) = c(f) and (c{g)) = c(g): and set c := c(f)c(g).

With the quadratic Hecke character w = e_i corresponding to F{\f^T)/F define the
complex-valued function

(2) ^(S;f,g)=Lcmo(4s-l,(uJi^
2)r(^-l + ̂ ±^j £>(s ~;f0

Put

1 - c(p,f)X + rj,{p)Npk°-lX2 = (l - a{p)X)(\ - a'(p)X) € CP[X]

where a(p) , oc'(p) are the inverse roots of the Hecke p-polynomial; assume that
ordp a(p) ^ ordp a'(p).

Let Galp = Gal (Fj^/F) denote the Galois group of the maximal Abelian exten-
sion of F unramified outside p and all primes above oo in F. Given an integral ideal
m C Op, let J(m) denote the group of all fractional ideals in F, prime to m. Also let

P(m) := {(a) : a € F +
x , a = l (modxm)}, H{m) := I(m)/P(m).

Then Galp = Jim if (m) (where the projective limit is over m with the condition 5(m) C
5(mo)). Let 7rm : Galp —• H(m) be the natural projection; put (m) := ker 7rm. Also
put ft(m) := card H(m).

The domain of definition of our non-archimedean X-function is the p-adic analytic
Lie group Xp = Homcont^GalpjCp*) of all continuous p-adic characters of Galp.

Recall that a p-adic measure on Galp may be regarded as a Cp-linear form n on
the space C(Galp) of all continous Cp-valued functions, which is uniquely determined
by its restriction to the subspace C1(Galp) of locally constant functions. The Mellin
transform XM of /x is a bounded analytic function on Xp.

Amice-Velu [1] and Vishik [8] have introduced a more delicate notion of an h-

admissible measure. Let Ch(Galp) denote the space of Cp -valued functions which can
be locally represented by polynomials of degree less than a natural number h. The
Cp-linear form \x : Ch(Galp) —> Cp is called an ft-admissible measure if for all r =

0 , 1 , . . . , h — 1 the following growth condition is satisfied:

sup \[
I Ja+(m)
\[ (Mxp-AfapYdn =o(\m\r-h),

pI Ja+(m) P

where Afxp € Xp denotes the natural norm homomorphism

Afxp : Galp -> Gal ( Q ^ / Q ) ^ Z* -* Cp
x.
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The aim of this note is to check the admissibility property of the distribution
constructed in [4, Theorem 2]. The corresponding non-archimedean Mellin transform
is a Cp -analytic function on Xp with the properties summarised in Theorem 1.

Let 6 € {0,1} be determined by 6 = k0 - IQ - 1/2 mod 2. Put

K = | / t r := 6 - 1 + 2r : r € Z, 0 < 2r ^ k0 - l0 - ^ +

Let sr := (nr + 1/2)/2, with Kr € K, be critical points of Z?(s;f, g) in the sense of [4,
p.408-409]. Let q be an integral ideal in OF; set qo = YlP- Let p(a) denote a prime

p|q
divisor of p in F attached to the real embedding a. Let (f, f) denote the Petersson
scalar product.

THEOREM 1 . Assume that F has class number one, c(c(f), f) / 0, and t i e ideals

c(f), 4c(<?), mo, q are pairwise relatively prime. Assume that the Fourier coefficients of

g are aJgebraic and p-adically bounded. Put h = max(2 ordpa(p(<7j))) - I -1. Then

there exists a Cp -analytic function L(p) on Xp of type o(logh) with the properties

(i) for all m G Z with 0 ^ 2m < ho - lo + 8 — 2, and for all characters of
finite order x € Xpors the following equality holds:

where j c m / is a certain inverter [4, p.401], Xoo is the archimedeai] part

of x, X* i s the associated ideal character,

(3) 7(S) = 7T-2

x

and m, m' are arbitrary integral ideals in Op satisfying lcm(mo,c(x)) |
m, moqgm |m ' , 5(m) C 5 , S(m') C 5 u 5 ( q ) .

(ii) If h ^ (ko - IQ + 6 - 2)/2 + 1 then the function L(p) on Xp is uniquely
determined by condition (i).

(iii) If ordp a(p(<Ti)) = 0 fi = 1 , . . . , n) then the function L(p) is bounded on

Xp.

REMARKS.

(i) Part (ii) of the Theorem follows from part (i) and the characterisation of

functions of type o(log'*) [8].
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(ii) Part (iii) of the Theorem is the main result of [4].
(iii) "Motivic" interpretation and relation to Sym2. Analytic properties of

the standard L -function L(f, s) suggest that f should correspond to a
certain motive M(f) over F of rank 2 and weight ko with coefficients
in a field T containing all c(n, f). The principal work in this direction,
concerning the construction of a compatible system of Galois representa-
tions, was carried out by Carayol, Taylor, Rogawski, Blasius and others.
In such "motivic" context the series D(s; f, g) corresponds to the symmet-
ric square of M(f) where g is a theta series of special kind, and the above
Theorem agrees with the general conjecture on the existence of p-adic L-
functions attached to critical pure motives over totally real number fields

m-
In the p-ordinary case (that is, ordp a(p(<7i)) = 0 , t = l, . . . , n ) L(p) is the p-adic

Mellin transform of a certain bounded p-adic distribution (measure) constructed in [4].
We show that this distribution is, in general, /i-admissible in the sense of Amice-Velu-
Manin-Vishik. We give two proofs of this result. The first method is to carry over
the construction: from [2] to our situation; here we use, in particular, the deep result
of Deligne and Ribet [3] on the existence of a p-adic Hecke L -function for F. In the
second method we use a simple combinatorial lemma to avoid the above argument using
the Deligne-Ribet construction.

We follow the notation and definitions from [4, 5] unless otherwise stated.

2. COMPLEX VALUED DISTRIBUTIONS ATTACHED TO CONVOLUTIONS OF HILBERT

MODULAR FORMS

Let sr := (kr + l /2)/2, with Kr € K, be critical points of D(s;{,g). We define
C-valued distributions /*~ on Galp by

with arbitrary ideals m, m' subject to lcm(mo,c(x)) | ni and motn | m'. Here jcmi is
a certain inverter

Jem' = Mk(cm'2,4>) '

where ec denotes the quadratic Hecke character of F corresponding to F(y/c)/F. Other
notations are explained in the Introduction (see (1),(2),(3)).

These distributions are defined over some finite extension of Q (see [4, Propo-
sition 5.1] for a precise formulation of the algebraicity result). The Rankin integral
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representation of the distributions combined with the holomorphic projection operator
gives [4, p.420]:

/CP,»(Xm) = , f f . • (fo,Vr(X)\j >emg)

where Vr(x) € Sj^cm2,, V) is a holomorphic cusp form. Put

7(m') = a(m')"amJ(fc0-a)22"(*»-1)-1t»1i;(c)dF,

where v(c) = ±1 and vx is a fourth root of unity (independent of m').
Vr(x) has the following Fourier expansion:

Vr(x)(*)= £ U(tr,r,X)eF(az)

where

/ O

and

with av — av(KT) = («r + 1 + 9r)/2, j9v = /3«/(/cr) = («r - Qv)/2, and g = A; - Z -
(1/2) • 1. mo,m' € F x are totally positive with (mo) = tnoqo and (m1) = m'. Also,
LCm0(s,£l) is the i-function associated to fi, and B(a',itr;cmo) is defined by

B(a',Kr;cmo) := EM(a)^c(a)n*(b2)Ar(a)-'c^(b)1-^)

where the summation is over all ordered pairs (o, b) of integral ideals in Op prime to
cm0 such that (a1) c a2b2. (See [4, p.420] for details.) The quantities \g(jcri,O) do
appear in the Fourier expansion for g(x$n):

g(jCk
m)(2z)=

Let us now consider the linear functional given by
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on the complex linear space Sk(cm%,ip}. Prom the Atkin-Lehner theory (in Miyake's
form [6]) it follows that L is defined over some number field K, that is, there exist a
finite number of ideals IT4 and fixed algebraic numbers /(raj) € K such that

Therefore the distributions fi~ can be written in the form

L(Vr(x)).

3. THE GROWTH CONDITIONS

LEMMA 1 . For any positive integer N, for all integral ideals n, m with S(m) =
5(mo) and r € Z such that Kr e K, we have that c(n, V~(x)) JS> modulo pN, a Unite
linear combination with p-integral coefficients of terms of the form

f
./GGals

for fractional ideals a = a(iV, n, m), Hedce characters x of finite order with c(x) | tn,
and O-vaiued measures /x+(o).

P R O O F : It follows from Section 2 and [3] (see [4, p.425]). D

LEMMA 2 . Let h ^ q be positive rational integers, and a,/3 € Op, a =
P mod m. Then

h

j=0

belongs to mh~q.

PROOF: Induction with respect to q. The case q = 0 is trivial. Now

h

j=0

j = 0

j=o

where P9_i( j) is a polynomial of degree q — 1 in j . The assertion now follows. Q
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THEOREM 2 . Put H - (k0 - l0 + 0 - 2) /2 . There exists a Cp-linear form

»~ :CH+1(Galp)->Cp

such that

f Mxr
p dyT = (-1)"1 / dtf, r = 0,1, . . . , # .

Ja+(m) Ja+(m)
Here p~ satisfies the growth condition:

sup 1/ (Mxp-Afap)
rdn~\ =O(|m|r-2or'W>>).

€Gl'J a+(m) 'P

PROOF: The existence follows from the definition of p~.

To check the growth condition we can suppose that a € OF • We obtain

f {Mx - Ma)rd»~ = T (r) (-tf(a))r-j(-l)nj f diq

i=o

mod

j=o

x ^ j E X-l(
x mod m

By using Lemma 1 and the property that L is defined over some number field, we see
that it is sufficient to check the congruences in the above theorem for the following
number A:

3=0

x mod m

(mod m) JT

m)

Since M + (-- ) is a bounded measure, the integral has order O(|m|^). Also 7(m) =

O(|m|;2 o r d " Q ( p ) ) . The assertion follows.
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T H E SECOND METHOD. We take into account the explicit form of the Fourier coefficients
for Vr (x) • Taking summation over all x i w e obtain that the integral / (Mx — 7Va)rd/x~
is a linear combination (with coefficients not depending on r ) of terms of the form

7(m) ± cT-W

with a + 0 € m. Now PKr,u{- • •) is homogeneous of degree av — 1 in variables oitU

n

and av, and n *̂«i *(•••) ^s a polynomial of degree J2 a" m variable j . On the other

hand, I I ^ v " Is divisible by I~[m2Ql/- ^ r ^ 2 ^ a u then the assertion follows from
V V V

Lemma 2. The remaining case is trivial.
E N D OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We put -L(p)(z) := / G a I x dp, where \i :=

tx~\ch(Gai ) anc^ ^ = niax(2ordpa(p(cri))) + 1 - Then it is well known (due to Amice-

Velu [1] and Vishik [8]), that such non-archimedean Melhn transform is a Cp -analytic

function of type o(logh). D
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